1. I, ______________________, hereby authorize and request Dr. __________. and his assistants to do crown lengthening on teeth number(s) ________________________

2. After careful examination and study of my dental condition, my dentist has advised me that I require a crown lengthening procedure. A crown lengthening procedure is a surgery whereby the dentist exposes further root structure so that a proper restoration such as a crown can be fitted to the tooth. By having the crown lengthening procedure, more tooth is exposed so that the dentist can secure more crown on more tooth structure.

3. In order to perform the crown lengthening procedure, my dentist has explained to me that there will be a local anesthetic that will be administered to me as part of the treatment. The risks from local anesthesia includes numbness, temporary or permanent, involving the lip, chin, cheeks, gums, teeth, and tongue. The risks from local anesthesia also include infection, altered sensation, discoloration, bruising, swelling, and even in rare instances cardiac death.

4. My dentist has also explained to me that the crown lengthening procedure carries with it its own material risks also. The risks from crown lengthening surgery include post-surgical infection, bleeding, swelling, pain, facial discoloration, transient or permanent numbness to the teeth, gums, tongue, lips, chin, cheek and jaw, tooth sensitivity to hot, cold, sweet, or acidic
foods, loss of tooth, the possibility of having to undergo a root canal or apicoectomy, loss of gum tissue, exposure of adjacent root structures and the root structure to the teeth or tooth being operated upon, exposure of fillings, restorations, and margins, trismus, jaw pain, joint pain, muscle pain, and aesthetic changes including a tooth which looks longer in nature, less gum tissue, etc. I also understand that should any of these risks in fact occur, then further surgery or surgeries may be necessary to fix the problem. I also understand that, once a crown is attached to the tooth, the margins may not be perfect, there may be an unfavorable crown to root ratio, and the crown may still fail.

5. I also understand that the success of any crown lengthening procedure can be effected by my underlying medical or dental condition, dietary and nutritional problems, smoking, alcohol, clenching or grinding of my teeth, inadequate oral hygiene, inadequate follow up with a dentist or dental hygienist, and the medications that I am taking. I understand that my diligence in performing personal daily care recommended by my dentist and hygienist and taking all prescribed medications are important to the ultimate health of my gums, teeth, and crowns.

6. My dentist has explained to me the potential alternative treatments to the crown lengthening procedure. These include, among other things, doing nothing, having regular dental cleanings to try to stabilize my gum condition, and the extraction of the tooth involved. The risks of these alternative procedures include infection, tooth loss, tooth fracture, further damage to gums and surrounding tissues, failure of fillings, failure of crown and bridgework, inadequate margins, decay, and failed treatment. I reject these alternative treatments and request that Dr.
___________ provide me with the crown lengthening procedure and that he perform that procedure upon me.

7. I hereby acknowledge that Dr. _________ has not promised, warranted, or guaranteed the success of the surgical procedure. Dr. _________ has reviewed with me this consent form and has verbally discussed with me the procedure, risks, alternatives, and risks attendant to those alternatives. I hereby authorize him to perform the crown lengthening procedure.

Date: ____________________ Signature of Patient: ____________________________

Witness: ____________________ Legal Guardian: ___________________________

________________________________
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